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SUMMARY OF FACTS 

1. The Republic of Laoc (Respondent) has been a coal-oriented economy for decades. The 

Governor of Ticadia – a municipality within the State – frequently travelled to the Republic 

of Mercuria, looking for investors to construct a coal-fired power plant in Ticadia. 

Subsequent to a meeting with Mountaintop, the construction of the coal-fired power plant 

Ticadia-1 was launched. 

2. In order to finance this project, Mountaintop set up a Laocan subsidiary – Ticadia-1 LLC, 

which operated the power plant and this subsidiary was granted a loan by MFNB worth USD 

600 million, with Mountaintop acting as the guarantor. The shares in the local company 

along with all its assets constituted security for the loan. Construction began on 15 December 

2010. 

3. ASNEC was founded in February 2012 with several countries including Laoc and Mercuria 

comprising its member States. In June 2012, Laoc and Mercuria ratified the AEIT. This MIT, 

dealing with the energy sector, also provided for its application to existing investments made 

before its entry into force. 

4. After a few years, Laoc ratified the Seoul Agreement on 11 January 2016, which required 

States to make commitments to reduce carbon-emissions. This was also signed by all 

ASNEC Member States as well as ASNEC itself. As a consequence, ASNEC issued the Coal 

Directive requiring the phasing out of coal-fired power plants by 31 December 2028. Hence 

Laoc enacted Law 66/2016 – the challenged measure, which caused significant damage to 

Ticadia-1 and all related entities. 

5. MFNB, facing insolvency, had no option but to sell parts of its debt portfolio, including the 

loan granted to Ticadia-1 LLC. MFNB assigned all of its rights and obligations as the 

original lender to GNB (Claimant). 

6. In the present proceedings, GNB as the current investor, has thus brought a claim against 

Laoc for the breach of its FET obligation under the AEIT as a result of its legislative measure. 
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SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS 

Part One 

Issue 1: Mr. Mason should not be replaced as an arbitrator in the present proceedings. His 

appointment in the Hewer Plants and C-Energy cases do not meet the threshold of ‘justifiable 

doubts’, as there isn’t a sufficient similarity of issues and there is a lack of commonality of parties. 

The same was therefore also not required to be disclosed, and even if it were, a failure to disclose 

does not sustain a challenge. Additionally, the other views expressed by him in his interview and 

tweet are general in nature and do not mention the present case or parties. 

Part Two 

Issue 2: Claimant has standing. The Tribunal has jurisdiction ratione materiae as the investment 

meets the requirements under Art. I(1) of the AEIT and other requirements under international 

law. The Tribunal has jurisdiction ratione personae over GNB as the Assignment Agreement is 

not an abuse of process and an intuitu personae relationship – even if it did exist in the first place 

– is not mandated by international law. 

Part Three 

Issue 3: The measure is attributable to Respondent. Art. 120 of the ASNEC Founding Charter 

provides for attribution of conduct to be determined by Arts. 6 and 7 of ARIO. The Laocan 

Legislature is not an organ or agent of ASNEC. Additionally, the Laocan Legislature was not 

placed at the disposal of ASNEC to the extent the latter had effective control. Other general 

principles of international law show that Laoc must be the one held liable. 

Issue 4: There has been a violation of the FET obligation in Art. II(1) of the AEIT. Respondent 

has failed to fulfil legitimate expectations of the investor arising out of specific assurances made 

by the Governor of Ticadia. Nevertheless, Respondent has failed to maintain a predictable and 

stable legal framework. Respondent cannot justify these failures on account of its right to regulate, 

which was arbitrary and unreasonable.  
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ARGUMENTS 

PART ONE: CHALLENGE 

I. MR. PERRY MASON MUST NOT BE REPLACED AS ARBITRATOR 

1. Respondent challenged the Claimant-appointed Arbitrator, Mr. Perry Mason on the grounds 

that he has formed an opinion on the issues of the present arbitration and that it has doubts 

regarding Mr. Mason’s impartiality and independence.1 Claimant, however, submits that 

there is no such evidence of prejudgement.  

2. The decision of Mr. Mason’s impartiality and independence shall be taken on the limited 

grounds for challenge given in the applicable law, i.e., UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules.2 Art. 

12(1) of the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules provides:3  

Any arbitrator may be challenged only if circumstances exist that give rise to 

justifiable doubts as to his impartiality or independence.  

3. Impartiality requires that an arbitrator neither favours one party nor is predisposed as to the 

question in dispute.4 The existence of justifiable doubts as to an arbitrator’s impartiality is 

to be assessed objectively, through the eyes of a reasonable third person.5 

4. Additionally, the IBA Guidelines are considered as soft law,6 and are frequently viewed by 

courts and arbitral tribunals as providing relevant non-exhaustive criteria, which, while not 

binding, are still useful for assessing the impartiality and independence of a challenged 

arbitrator.7 Quite pertinently, Mr. Mason had also relied on these guidelines,8 and hence will 

be dealt with. 

5. Before proceeding to the specific circumstances relied on by Respondent, there are two 

 

1 Respondent’s Challenge of Perry Mason: p. 46, ¶7. 

2 AEIT: p. 65, Art. X(2). 

3 UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules, Art. 12(1). 

4 Lew et al., p. 261, ¶11–11; Murray p. 323. 

5 Caron & Caplan, p. 208; Croft et al., p. 128, ¶11.4; Vito G. Gallo, ¶19; National Grid, ¶80. 

6 Kauffman-Kohler, p. 296-297. 

7 ICS Inspection, p. 4; Sierra Fishing, ¶58. 

8 Mr. Mason’s Response to Respondent’s challenge: p. 52, line 1279.  
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general observations which are relevant. First, Respondent bears the burden of proof in 

demonstrating lack of impartiality.9 Secondly, if none of the facts relied on by the Applicant 

evidence lack of impartiality on their own, their combination similarly would not evidence 

it.10 

6. Contrary to Respondent’s allegations,11 Mr. Mason is impartial and must thus not be 

removed from the Tribunal. Respondent asserts that Mr. Mason’s appointment in Hewer 

Plants v. Wellfalcon indicates a lack of impartiality; because of the alleged similarity of facts 

and legal issues.12 Respondent also claims that Mr. Mason’s public jubilation of Hewer 

Plants v. Wellfalcon,13 and his prejudgement expressed through the interview to a podcast,14 

further undermine his impartiality. Respondent further argues that Mr. Mason should have 

disclosed these circumstances.15 Respondent states that all these circumstances taken 

together and individually express doubts about Mr. Mason’s impartiality.16 

7. Claimant will demonstrate that Mr. Mason is indeed independent and impartial in the eyes 

of reasonable observer as a mere similarity of factual and legal issues in two disputes is not 

sufficient to give rise to ‘justifiable doubts’ regarding his impartiality (A); his statements in 

the interview and the social-media post are not indicative of prejudgement (B); and there 

was no duty of disclosure (C). 

A. Mr. Mason’s Appointment in The Hewer Plants v. Wellfalcon Does Not Lead to 

Justifiable Doubts 

8. Respondent contends that deciding the Hewer Plants v. Wellfalcon “creates an “issue 

conflict” for the present arbitration because Mr. Mason has already formed an opinion on 

 

9 Caron & Caplan, p. 236; Koch, p. 331. 

10 Daele, p. 254-255. 

11 Respondent’s Challenge of Perry Mason: p. 46, ¶7. 

12 Id., ¶4. 

13 Id., ¶5. 

14 Id., ¶6. 

15 Id., ¶4. 

16 Id., ¶7. 
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legal and factual issues also at the heart of the present case”.17 However, that is not the case 

here. Such claims have been particularly common in investment arbitration, where arbitral 

awards and submissions are often public and a limited number of common legal issues are 

likely to recur. Most authorities have rejected such claims on the basis that lawyers, judges 

and arbitrators inevitably encounter and form views on particular issues in the course of their 

work.18  

9. In fact, the threshold for an “issue conflict” on the basis of appointments in cases having 

similar issues is high. This high threshold is demonstrated in CC/Devas where a challenge 

was brought by the respondent therein against the Hon'ble Marc Lalonde and Prof. Vicuña 

(the president and claimant-appointee respectively), on the grounds that the arbitrators 

served together on two tribunals that took a position on a legal issue (the ‘essential security 

interests’ clause) expected to arise in the present proceedings.19 Further grounds for 

challenging Prof. Vicuña’s appointment were in the form of a third tribunal he sat on, which 

also took up the same issue, as well as in an article he had written, in which he defended his 

views on the issue. The respondent challenged the appointments of Hon'ble Lalonde and 

Vicuña on the basis of a lack of the requisite impartiality under the UNCITRAL Arbitration 

Rules due to an “issue conflict”.20  

10. Only the challenge against Prof. Vicuna was successful as it was deemed that he has taken a 

strong position. The three awards delivered by Prof. Vicuna were annulled and he wrote an 

academic article defending his findings. The deciding authority stated that the “article in 

particular suggests that, despite having reviewed the analyses of three different annulment 

committees, his view remained unchanged. Would a reasonable observer believe that the 

Respondent has a chance to convince him to change his mind on the same legal concept?”.21 

Answering this in the negative, the challenge was held successful. 

11. The challenge against the Hon'ble Lalonde on the other hand, failed and it was found that he 

 

17 Id., ¶4. 

18 Born I, p. 143.  

19 CC/Devas, ¶18. 

20 Id., ¶17. 

21 Id., ¶64.  
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would act impartially and was not bound by his previous appointments.22 The tribunal had 

held that the existence of previous appointments wherein similar issues were discussed is 

not itself a sufficient ground to give rise to an arbitrator challenge, when it found that “Mr. 

Lalonde's more limited pronouncements on the relevant text are not sufficient to give rise to 

justifiable doubts regarding his impartiality”.23  

12. It is well-settled that an arbitrator’s involvement, as an arbitrator in previous matters raising 

similar legal issues does not affect the arbitrator’s independence or impartiality.24 Similarly, 

the appointments of Mr. Mason in the Hewer Plant v. Wellfalcon and the C-Energy v. 

Wellfalcon, which have allegedly similar facts, are not sufficient to give rise to ‘justifiable 

doubts’ regarding his impartiality or independence. This is because, the fact that a judge or 

arbitrator had made a determination of law or a finding of fact in one case does not mean 

that such a judge cannot decide the law and the facts impartially in another case.25 

13. Moreover, the parties in the instant case are in no way related to the parties in the Hewer 

Plant v. Wellfalcon and C-Energy v. Wellfalcon, which shows that there is no scope for any 

partiality on Mr. Mason’s part. This view is echoed by the tribunal in Tidewater where it 

was confirmed that there is “neither bias nor partiality where the arbitrator is called upon 

to decide circumstances of fact close to those examined previously, but between different 

parties, and even less so when he is called upon to determine a question of law upon which 

he has previously made a decision”.26 

14. The IBA Guidelines, in section 3.1.5 (Orange List),27 state that ‘justifiable doubts’ may be 

raised if an arbitrator has served on a related issue, however, this is qualified by the 

requirement that there should be a common party or affiliate of one of the parties. This shows 

that a similarity of issues cannot be a ground for challenge without a commonality of parties. 

 

22 Id., ¶66. 

23 Id.  

24 Born I, p. 1889; Tidewater, ¶67; Suez – Challenge, ¶36. 

25 Suez – Challenge, ¶36.  

26 Tidewater, ¶67.  

27 IBA Guidelines, Part II, p. 23, s. 3.1.5 (“The arbitrator currently serves, or has served within the past three years, 

as arbitrator in another arbitration on a related issue involving one of the parties, or an affiliate of one of the 

parties.”).  
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This was also recognised by the tribunal in Caratube, where the challenge of Mr. Boesch 

was successful on the basis of a similarity of issues with a previous arbitration; but there was 

also a similarity of parties. The arbitrator was appointed by the same respondent, i.e., the 

Republic of Kazakhstan, and the claimants in the cases therein were from the same family.28 

The instant case has no such common party, or related affiliation with the parties in Hewer 

Plants v. Wellfalcon or C-Energy v. Wellfalcon. 

15. Therefore, Mr. Mason’s previous appointments do not raise an ‘issue conflict’ which 

adulterates Mr. Mason’s impartiality as required under Art. 12 of the UNCITRAL 

Arbitration Rules. To hold otherwise would have serious negative consequences on the 

investor-State dispute settlement system,29 as the international investment arbitration 

framework would cease to be viable if an arbitrator was disqualified simply for having faced 

similar factual or legal issues in other arbitrations.30 

B. Mr. Mason’s Statements in The Interview and The Social-Media Post Are Not 

Indicative of Prejudgement 

16. Respondent has stated that Mr. Mason’s interview on a podcast and social-media post are 

evidence of his apparent bias.31 Claimant, however submits that these expressions are general 

in nature and not indicative of any bias on Mr. Mason’s part.  

1. Interview 

17. On 9 May 2018, Mr. Mason in an interview gave advice to young practitioners.32 In 2019, 

Mr. Mason expressed his pride to serve on the panel of Hewer Plants v. Wellfalcon and 

called the decision “ground breaking”.33 Based on these, Respondent challenged Mr. Mason, 

arguing that he advocates a position on this dispute.34 However, this allegation is ill-founded 

 

28 Caratube, ¶¶83-87. 

29 Suez – Challenge, ¶36. 

30 Universal Compression, ¶83; Born I, p. 1889. 

31 Respondent’s Challenge of Perry Mason: p. 46, ¶¶5, 6. 

32 Exhibit R-8: Transcript of The Arbitration Station podcast episode featuring an interview with Perry Mason dated 

9 May 2018, p. 48.  

33 Exhibit R-10: Perry Mason’s post on social-media dated 3 June 2019, p. 51.  

34 Respondent’s Challenge of Perry Mason: p. 46, ¶¶5, 6.  
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as Mr. Mason’s statements are general and abstract. 

18. Opinions pertaining to legal issues in the abstract are not grounds for establishing bias 

against a particular party.35 Partiality arises only if arbitrator’s previous statements prevent 

her from giving due consideration to the positions of the parties from the standpoint of a 

reasonable third person.36 Within the ICSID framework, tribunals uniformly held that academic 

opinions limited to the analysis of general investment law issues do not affect arbitrators’ 

impartiality.37 The rationale is that a scholar is able to change her view, to take into account the 

arguments of the parties, and thus can be relied on to consider the facts of the case impartially.38 

19. Section 4.1.1 of the IBA Guidelines, under the Green List, discusses previously expressed 

legal opinions and describes the situation as when:39 

The arbitrator has previously expressed a legal opinion (such as in a law review 

article or public lecture) concerning an issue that also arises in the arbitration (but 

this opinion is not focused on the case). 

Thus, according to section 4.1.1 of the IBA Guidelines, when an article expresses a legal 

opinion related to the issue, which arises in the case but without focusing on the case itself, 

it is considered to be general and abstract; and therefore does not allow for the 

disqualification of the arbitrator, as such a situation falls under the green list.40 

20. Mr. Mason’s interview is made in the context of giving advice to young practitioners and 

does not address any party or the case at hand. The words and statements made by him are 

his observations on investment law and hence, do not constitute prejudgement. Respondent 

argues that Mr. Mason has generalised state conduct and disregarded environment defences 

by using rather colourful language to express his opinion. However, the style and specific 

expressions used by a scholar have never justified the removal of an arbitrator. Indeed, in 

Urbaser, one of the grounds for challenge of Prof. McLachlan was his use of the word 

 

35 Bishop & Reed, p. 412; Born I, p. 1889. 

36 Urbaser, ¶50. 

37 Muchlinski et al., p. 799; Urbaser, ¶54. 

38 Id., ¶51.  

39 IBA Guidelines, Part II, p. 25, s. 4.1.1. 

40 Id., p. 19, ¶7; BORN II, p. 141.  
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“heretical”’ to describe an award supporting the challenging party’s position,41 yet the 

challenge against him was rejected.42 

21. Furthermore, Mr. Mason discusses a fundamental and recurring theme in investment 

arbitration. There are also strong policy reasons for not treating such an opinion as affecting 

arbitrator’s impartiality. Firstly, if this position is adopted, the number of qualified 

arbitrators able to consider new cases will be significantly reduced. This is because most of 

them have commented on a plethora of issues regularly arising in such arbitrations.43 

Secondly, if a previously expressed generic academic view precluded a person from serving 

as an arbitrator, leading practicing arbitrators would inevitably refrain from expressing their 

opinion on significant international investment law issues at all. As a result, the development 

of scholarship in investment arbitration would be put under serious threat.44 

2. Social-Media Post 

22. The social-media post is also a generic statement which does not address any particular issue 

or party. It merely calls the Hewer Plants v. Wellfalcon decision “ground breaking”.45 

Neither is it a comment regarding the merits of the decisions, nor related to any of the 

particular legal issues decided in the Hewer Plants v. Wellfalcon or to be discussed in the 

present arbitration. 

23. An analogy can be drawn to the International Criminal Court case of Prosecutor v. Lubanga, 

wherein, there was an attempt to disqualify Judge Sang-Hyun Song from the Appeals 

Chamber because he called the decision by the Trial Chamber “a crucial precedent” in an 

interview.46 This attempt failed, as the plenary found that “a fair-minded and informed 

observer”47 would not see this statement as evidence of reasonable doubts to a judges 

 

41 Urbaser, ¶39.  

42 Id., ¶59.  

43 Urbaser, ¶48; PIP Sàrl, ¶30; Suez – Challenge, ¶36. 

44 Urbaser, ¶54. 

45 Exhibit R-10: Perry Mason’s post on social-media dated 3 June 2019, p. 51.  

46 Prosecutor v. Lubanga, ¶13.  

47 Id., ¶40.  
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impartiality.48 Judge Song made the comment because Prosecutor v. Lubanga was the first 

case at the International Criminal Court, much like how Mr. Mason put up a social-media 

post because Hewer Plants v. Wellfalcon is the first in a series of arbitrations brought against 

different member states of ASNEC implementing ASNEC’s decision to ban coal-fired power 

generation.49 

24. Therefore, the statements made by Mr. Mason in the interview and social-media post are 

general; and fall under section 4.1.1 of the IBA Guidelines. Hence, these instances do not 

suffice to sustain a challenge under Art. 12 of the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules. 

C. Mr. Mason Was Not Bound to Disclose His Appointments 

25. Respondent has asserted that Mr. Mason was obliged to disclose his previous 

appointments.50 Claimant submits that Mr. Mason was not bound to disclose his 

appointments. 

26. Art. 11 of the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules stipulates that “[w]hen a person is approached 

in connection with his or her possible appointment as an arbitrator, he or she shall disclose 

any circumstances likely to give rise to justifiable doubts as to his or her impartiality or 

independence”.51  

27. While Art. 11 does suggest a broad requirement of disclosure, it follows that the only relevant 

circumstances which need to be disclosed are those which are more than likely to support a 

challenge under Art. 12 of the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules.52 Thus, Art. 11 does not 

impose a heavy burden as to disclose all circumstances remotely linked to the dispute.53 

28. Mr. Mason did not disclose his prior appointments, interview, or social-media post. 

However, he was not required to do so. As shown in Heading A, appointment of an arbitrator 

in a previous dispute with allegedly similar issues is not likely to give rise to ‘justifiable 

 

48 Rome Statute, Art. 41(2). 

49 Exhibit R-9: International Arbitration News article “First tribunal rules on ASNEC climate change measures”, p. 

50, lines 1240-1250. 

50 Respondent’s Challenge of Perry Mason: p. 46, ¶4. 

51 UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules, Art. 11. 

52 Croft et al., p. 134, ¶11.9. 

53 Valeri Belokon, ¶68. 
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doubts’, and hence, need not be disclosed. In regard of the interview and social-media post, 

a useful guidance for similar situations may be found in the IBA Guidelines where both 

circumstances fall into section 4.1.1 of the Green List as illustrated in Heading B. Hence 

there is an international consensus that they need not be disclosed.54 

29. Therefore Mr. Mason’s conduct, which complied with international jurisprudence and the 

IBA Guidelines cannot be viewed as an act of bad faith and evidence his bias. In any event 

under the IBA Guidelines, a failure to disclose does not in itself demonstrate that an arbitrator 

is partial or lacks independence; only the facts and circumstances not disclosed can do so.55 

Since the facts surrounding Mr. Mason’s appointment do not raise any doubts of impartiality, 

the non-disclosure alone cannot sustain an arbitrator challenge. 

30. For the aforementioned reasons, Claimant concludes that Mr. Mason must not be removed 

as arbitrator in the present proceedings. 

 

  

 

54 IBA Guidelines, Part I, p. 6, ¶3(a).  

55 Yannaca, p. 169, ¶8.62; Caron & Caplan p. 227; Tidewater, ¶43; ConocoPhillips, ¶60.  
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PART TWO: JURISDICTION  

II. CLAIMANT HAS STANDING 

31. Respondent avers that the Tribunal does not have jurisdiction to hear Claimant’s case due to 

the fact that Claimant neither owns, nor has made any investment under the AEIT; and that 

the assignment of treaty claims is prohibited by international law.56 Claimant submits that it 

has standing under well-established law to assert claims for harm done to its investment. 

32. Claimant raises two main points in support of its right to bring claims for harm done to its 

investment. Firstly, it submits that the Tribunal has jurisdiction ratione materiae over the 

present dispute as Claimant has made an ‘investment’ as understood under the AEIT57 and 

the ‘investment’ does not need to meet any other criteria under international law (A). 

Secondly, Claimant submits that the Tribunal has jurisdiction ratione personae over 

Claimant as it is an ‘investor’, and that the clear language of the AEIT permits the assignment 

of claims, notwithstanding an intuitu personae relationship – even if found to exist (B). 

A. Tribunal Has Jurisdiction Ratione Materiae 

33. Claimant has made an ‘investment’, and hence the Tribunal has subject matter jurisdiction. 

Claimant’s transaction qualifies as an ‘investment’ in accordance with the AEIT, and also 

fulfils certain additional criteria.  

1. Under the AEIT 

34. The question of whether there is an “investment” within the meaning of the AEIT is a 

question that must be answered in the first place by reference to the treaty. 

35. Art. I(1) of the AEIT states:58  

“Investment” means every kind of asset owned or controlled by Investors of a 

Contracting Party, either directly or indirectly, outside that Contracting Party’s 

Area but within the Area in terms of Article 1(6)(b). 

 

 

56 Response to the Notice of Arbitration: p. 26, ¶¶5-6. 

57 AEIT: p. 62, Art. I(1).  

58 Vannessa Ventures, ¶118.  
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In particular, “Investments” include:  

(a) tangible and intangible, and movable and immovable, property, and any 

property rights such as leases, mortgages, liens, and pledges; 

… 

(c) claims to money and claims to performance pursuant to contract having an 

economic value and associated with an Investment; 

… 

(f) any right conferred by law or contract or by virtue of any licenses and permits 

granted pursuant to law to undertake any Economic Activity in the Energy Sector. 

A change in the form in which assets are invested does not affect their character as 

investments. “Investment” refers to any investment associated with an Economic 

Activity in the Energy Sector. 

(emphasis supplied) 

36. Claimant submits that the Tribunal possesses jurisdiction rationae materiae by virtue of the 

fact that the Financing Agreement59 qualifies as an “investment” under the AEIT, and that 

Claimant has acquired all the rights and claims, whether under domestic or international law, 

arising from the “investment” through the Assignment Agreement.60 

37. Claimant submits that the Financing Agreement squarely falls under the treaty definition of 

an “investment” under the relevant entries under Art. I(1), as highlighted above. 

38. Further, the Fedax tribunal, also recognised that loans and other credit facilities are “claims 

to money” and hence amount to an investment.61 Hence, Claimant has made an investment 

according to Art. I(1) of the AEIT. 

39. Claimant submits two additional arguments to support its contention. (a) The AEIT allows 

for the assignment of an ‘investment’; and (b) investment arbitration jurisprudence identifies 

and acknowledges the right of GNB to bring such claims. 

 

59 Exhibit C-4: Financing Agreement N. 0940394 executed between Ticadia-1, MFNB and Mountaintop on 1 

December 2010, p. 12. 

60 Exhibit C-12: Assignment Agreement between GNB and MFNB dated 1 July 2017, p. 23. 

61 Fedax, ¶¶35-37 
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a. The AEIT itself allows for the assignment of an “investment” 

40. Claimant submits that the assignment of the investment is valid as per the AEIT. This is 

because the treaty allows a change in the form of an ‘investment’.  

41. Art. I(1) of the AEIT provides that “A change in the form in which assets are invested does 

not affect their character as investments.”62 

42. The AEIT specifically provides broad investment protection so that the rights and interests 

regarding an investment remain intact even with a change in the form in which they are held. 

43. It was also held in Millicom that when a transfer of investment is done to another company 

of the same nationality, it does not disrupt the characteristic of the initial investment.63 

44. Further, Respondent has itself conceded that MFNB (of the same nationality) is the true 

claimant,64 implying that it recognises that the loan qualifies as an investment. Hence, the 

mere change in the owner of the loan would not disqualify it as an ‘investment’ as per the 

AEIT. 

45. In the present dispute, the transfer of investment via the Assignment Agreement conferred 

the rights of the investment from MFNB to GNB, a company of the same nationality. 

Therefore, a change in the form in which the asset was invested, does not affect the character 

of the Financing Agreement as an investment. 

b. International law recognises the right of Claimant to bring such claims. 

46. Even if the Tribunal holds that the AEIT is silent on the validity of assignment of an 

investment, Claimant submits that investment arbitration jurisprudence recognises the 

purchase of a loan as an investment. 

47. In the case of Standard Chartered, the Tribunal held that where the investor had acquired 

the loans from another entity, such a transaction is an investment.65 The tribunal opined that 

"the assignment of the loan changed the creditor under the Loan Agreement and the 

 

62 AEIT: Art. I(1), p. 61, line 1610. 

63 Millicom, ¶¶84-85. 

64 Response to the Notice of Arbitration: p. 27, ¶7, line 624. 

65 Standard Chartered, ¶223. 
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beneficiary under the Implementation Agreement but not the nature of the transaction"66: 

this was still a loan connected to an investment project, and with the risks, notably political, 

associated with it. 

48. The present dispute squarely fits the aforementioned analysis, since, GNB, the assignee, 

acquired the loans of its predecessor, MFNB, the assignor and therefore, the transaction must 

be deemed as an investment. GNB continues to maintain the loan and undertake the risks 

associated with it.  

2. Non-application of Salini Test  

49. Claimant recognizes that some tribunals have adopted an objective set of criteria for defining 

an investment, above and beyond its treaty definition, also known as the Salini Test.67 

50. Claimant submits that the Salini Test must not apply for two reasons. Firstly, Claimant’s 

investment does not need to meet any other objective criteria as they are not mandatory. 

Secondly, it is a test restricted to the domain of the ICSID regime. 

51. Lastly, without any prejudice to the aforementioned submissions, Claimant also submits that 

the investment satisfies the criteria laid down by the Salini Test. 

a. The Salini Test criteria are not mandatory 

52. The Philip Morris v. Uruguay tribunal stated that the criteria for an investment as stipulated 

by the Salini tribunal “are typical features of investments under the ICSID Convention, not 

a set of mandatory legal requirements.”68 The majority in Deutsche Bank, also noted that 

the Salini criteria “are not fixed or mandatory as a matter of law.”69 

53. In light of the aforementioned holdings, Claimant submits, that the Salini Test is not a 

mandatory legal requirement, and therefore does not apply. Furthermore, the onus lies upon 

Respondent to prove an absolute necessity for its usage. 

54. This is because, the Salini test are actually no more than guidelines that are designed to 

 

66 Id. 

67 Salini, ¶52. 

68 Philip Morris v. Uruguay, ¶206. (emphasis supplied) 

69 Deutsche Bank, ¶295. 
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prevent an abuse of process. Therefore, even if the Tribunal holds that the investment does 

not, strictu sensu, qualify under the Salini Test, Claimant submits that the threshold of 

qualification must be the requirements under the ASNEC Treaty as opposed to the higher 

required threshold under the Salini Test. 

b. Salini Test is restricted to the domain of the ICSID regime  

55. The tribunal in White Industries held that the Salini Test is not applicable to arbitration 

proceedings governed by UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules, since the test was developed in 

order to determine whether an ‘investment’ had been made for the purposes of the ICSID 

Convention. Moreover, the Tribunal also held that the Salini test arose out of the double 

jurisdictional requirement, that is, of proving that there is an ‘investment’ for the purposes 

of the relevant BIT and that there is an ‘investment’ in accordance with the ICSID 

Convention.70 Similarly, several Tribunals have refused to apply the Salini Test on grounds 

that it is applicable only to the definition of investment under Art. 25 of the ICSID 

Convention.71 

56. Claimant submits that the abovementioned reasoning squarely applies to the current dispute. 

Since the current proceedings are governed by UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules, the 

application of the Salini Test would amount to an unreasonable imposition of a higher 

standard of assessment of what an ‘investment’ is, as compared to an assessment under the 

AEIT definition. 

c. Investment Qualifies Under the Salini Test 

57. Without prejudice to the above, Claimant’s acquisition of MFNB’s loan also fulfils the 

criteria laid under the Salini test. 

58. Whether these criteria are met or not have to be looked at, at the time the investment was 

made. This is because of Art. I(1) which states “[a] change in the form in which assets are 

invested does not affect their character as investments.” This means that if there was 

originally an ‘investment’ as understood by the definition in the AEIT (and conceded by 

 

70 White Industries, ¶¶7.4.8-7.4.9. 

71Flemingo, ¶298; also see, Anglia Auto, ¶150. 
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Respondent who claimed the true investor to be MFNB,72 hence there was an ‘investment’) 

then a change in the manner of how those assets are invested, does not affect their character 

as investments. 

59. Therefore, in the present dispute, at the time the investment was made, all criteria as laid 

under the Salini Test, that of: (i) Contribution, (ii) Risk, (iii) Duration, and (iv) Contribution 

to the host State’s development; were met. 

i. Contribution  

60. In Beijing Urban, the tribunal held that, the criterion consists of any contribution in money, 

in kind and in industry with an economic value.73  

61. Furthermore, Prof. Schreuer notes that “[i]f a treaty includes loans and claims to money in 

its definition of investment, it would be unrealistic to require a physical presence in or a 

transfer of funds into the host State.”74 

62. Claimant submits that providing a loan to Ticadia-1 LLC, amounting to USD 600 million 

for the construction of Ticadia-1 (around 60% of the total cost), qualifies as a contribution 

in money.75 This conclusively indicates that this criterion was satisfied. 

ii. Risk 

63. As far as risk is concerned, Prof. Schreuer noted that “the very existence of the dispute is an 

indication of risk”.76 A teleological inference of the facts related to the dispute satisfies the 

element of risk in and of itself. Furthermore, there was an element of risk since the 

investment was associated in the highly regulated market of the energy sector of Laoc.77 

64. Even if it can be argued that the aggrieved measure arose prior to Claimant’s involvement, 

the same has not been removed and is continuing alongside the validity of the Financing 

Agreement. As assessed by the tribunal in Kardassopoulous, “the risk component is satisfied 

 

72 Response to the Notice of Arbitration: p. 26, ¶5, line 610.  

73 Beijing Urban, ¶132. 

74 Schreuer, p. 139, ¶197 

75 Statement of Uncontested Facts, p. 57, ¶13. 

76 Schreuer, p. 131, ¶163; Fedax, ¶40. 

77 Exhibit C-3: Minutes of the MFNB Board Meeting dated 19 November 2010, p. 11, line 199. 
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in light of the political and economic climate prevailing throughout the period of the 

investment”.78 

iii. A Certain Duration 

65. Substantively, tribunals have determined that a period of two to five years is required to fulfil 

this requirement.79 

66. In the present dispute, the loan given under the Financing Agreement was for a period of 20 

years80 and that Claimant has taken it up for remainder of the period. Therefore, the 

investment categorically fulfils the durational requirement. 

iv. Contribution to the host State’s development 

67. Claimant submits that the loan provided under the Financing Agreement for the construction 

of the Ticiadia-1 power plant contributed to the host State’s development. The statement by 

Governor of Ticadia, “the construction of Ticadia-1 bears fundamental importance for the 

economic development of the region…”81 conclusively indicates that such contribution also 

economically contributed towards the host State’s development. 

68. Moreover, the construction of Ticadia-1 stopped the reliance of the municipality of Ticadia 

on neighbouring municipalities for production of electricity, and thereby lowering the cost 

of electricity for the region.82 Therefore, the investment qualifies under the criterion of 

contribution to the Host State’s development. 

69. Nevertheless, the tribunal in Quiborax recognised:83 

It is true that the Preamble to the ICSID Convention mentions the contribution to the 

economic development of the host State. However, this reference is presented as a 

consequence and not as a condition of the investment: by protecting investments, the 

 

78 Kardassopoulos, ¶117. 

79 Salini, ¶54; also see, Schreuer, p. 130, ¶162.  

80 Exhibit C-4: Financing Agreement N. 0940394 executed between Ticadia-1, MFNB and Mountaintop on 1 

December 2010, Clause 3.1, p. 12, line 240, 

81 Exhibit C-5: Ticadian Weekly Journal article “Construction of Ticadia-1 finally kicks off” dated 19 December 

2010, p. 14. 

82 Statement of Uncontested Facts: p. 57, ¶11, line 1445. 

83 Quiborax, ¶222. 
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Convention facilitates the development of the host State. This does not mean that the 

development of the host State is a constitutive element of the notion of investment. This 

is why, as was noted by certain arbitral tribunals, this fourth condition is in reality 

encompassed by the first three.  

70. Arbitral tribunals have therefore distanced themselves from the fourth criterion of the Salini 

Test. 

71. For all the above reasons, Claimant submits that the Tribunal has jurisdiction ratione 

materiae. 

B. Tribunal Has Jurisdiction Ratione Personae 

72. Claimant submits that the assignment of claims to itself from MFNB is valid under the AEIT 

and is within its object and purpose. Therefore, GNB should be Claimant in the present 

proceedings. 

73. Art. I(4) of the AEIT states:84 ““Investor of a Contracting Party” means: 

…(b) a company or other organisation organised in accordance with the law applicable in 

that Contracting Party;”. 

74. GNB is a company with its registered office in Mercuria, a contracting party to the AEIT.85 

Therefore, Claimant squarely qualifies as an “Investor” under Art. I(4) of the AEIT. 

75. Claimant will further demonstrate that the transfer of claims from MFNB to Claimant is also 

lawful. 

1. Assignment of investment treaty claims are valid 

76. The Assignment Agreement transferred rights from MFNB to GNB. As a consequence, GNB 

has rights under the Financing Agreement, which it can exercise to bring this claim. The 

validity of the assignment for the purposes of the present issue has to viewed against 

international law, as the effect of an assignment for purposes of jurisdiction is governed by 

international law.86 

 

84 AEIT: p. 63, Art. I(4).  

85 Exhibit C-12: Assignment Agreement between GNB and MFNB dated 1 July 2017, p. 505, line 523. 

86 Daimler, ¶¶136-138 
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77. Claimant submits two arguments in this regard. Firstly, (a) the assignment of treaty claims 

is valid under international law. Secondly, (b) the assignment was concluded in good faith. 

a. Assignment of treaty claims is valid under international law 

78. Claimant concurs with Respondent that the validity of the Assignment Agreement for the 

purposes of the present proceedings must be assessed under international law.87  

79. The AEIT is silent on assignability of claims. However, applying Art. 31(1) of the VCLT, 

such assignment of treaty claims is within the object and purpose of the AEIT. This exercise 

has been done by the tribunal in Daimler wherein the tribunal found the assignment of treaty 

claims to fall within the purview of the object of the treaty, and stated that “[a]ssignment of 

claims facilitates and speeds the productive re-employment of assets.”88 

80. These words echo strongly with some of the objectives of the AEIT, as stated in its 

Preamble:89 

Having regard to the importance of sustaining economic growth and development 

in the ASNEC Region through joint efforts in promoting intra-ASNEC investment 

flows;  

… 

Recognising the need to encourage and create stable, equitable, favourable and 

transparent conditions for Investors of other Contracting Parties to make 

Investments in the ASNEC Region; 

81. Applying Art. 31(1) of the VCLT, it is evident that the assignment of claims may bring with 

it results which are compatible with the object and purpose of encouraging cross-border 

foreign investments.  

82. A consequence of dismissing this case, due to the alleged lack of Claimant’s standing would 

be, giving States the green-light to accord such treatment to investors that would render them 

bankrupt/insolvent and thereby incapable of pursuing claims for restitution/reparations. This 

is contrary to the very spirit and ethos of AEIT and the global investment treaty framework, 

 

87 Response to the Notice of Arbitration: p. 26, ¶6; also see, Gaillard, ¶¶697-698. 

88 Daimler, ¶144. 

89 AEIT: p. 62 line 1590-1595. 
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as it would result in an investor-hostile environment and consequently discourage foreign 

investment all over. 

83. Nelson Goh recognised this possibility in advocating for the recognition of assignments by 

international law:90 

Should the host state expropriate this [investment] or change its regulatory regime 

to effectively negate any potential profitability of the company, the investor would 

have nothing other than a claim against the state, which could be difficult to pursue 

if it has little funding or recourse to capital. 

84. Therefore, the assignment of MFNB’s claim is a legitimate exercise within the ambit of the 

AEIT; and hence valid.  

b. Assignment was concluded in good faith 

85. The transfer of rights through the Assignment Agreement was made in order to resolve the 

liquidity issues of MFNB. Hence it was made in good faith.  

86. In African Holding, the tribunal determined that the trade/assignment neither transforms the 

rights at issue nor results in novation. The tribunal focused its analysis on rights retained by 

the assignee. The tribunal concluded that the transfer did not take place to gain access to 

international arbitration and therefore the claimant was a qualifying investor. Affirming that 

the assignee retains the same rights that the assignor held as an investor, the tribunal 

described how the rights and obligations originating from contracts, including access to an 

investment treaty, remain unchanged upon assignment.91 

87. The Tribunal also did find that the assignment from SAFRICAS (local company, but 

considered American as it had foreign control under ICSID Art. 25(2)(b) of the Convention) 

to the US-based African Holding was valid and that all the rights held by SAFRICAS had 

been effectively assigned to African Holding, including SAFRICAS’ debt (the main claim 

under the BIT).92 

 

90 Goh, p. 29 (emphasis supplied) 

91 African Holding, ¶84. 

92 Kirtley, p. 452. 
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88. Much like African Holding, the present dispute involves a good faith assignment. MFNB 

was facing liquidity issues and hence opted sell its portfolio.93 Hence, Claimant purchased 

the loan and attached rights from MFNB. Further, the nationality between MFNB and 

Claimant has been continuous as both are incorporated in Mercuria.  

89. Where transfers have been made owing to paucity of funds in the bank account caused by 

Host State, transfers have been recognised.94 In the present dispute, the sole reason for which 

the assignment of rights and claims arising out of the Financing Agreement took place, was 

due to the lack of liquidity for MFNB and to its avoid insolvency.95 Furthermore, the 

assignment to Claimant was not to gain access to international arbitration since both MFNB 

and Claimant are Mercurian nationals, a State Party to the AEIT. 

90. Furthermore, Claimant submits, that in dealing with the qualification of abuse of right in 

initiation of arbitral proceedings under an investment treaty, tribunals have considered 

whether the allegedly abusive transfer was known to the host state and whether the state 

objected to the same. This was shown in Mobil,96 where the award indicates that any 

objections on the side of Respondent related to potential bad faith or abusive use of process, 

could only have been raised at the time Respondent became aware of the transfer. 

91. Additionally, Respondent was served a notice if assignment by Claimant, in the interest of 

probity.97 Hence, by having had all the available information about the transfer of 

‘investment’ and the right to bring a treaty claim; and failing to object to it in any way, 

Respondent waived its right to challenge the legitimacy of the transfer. 

2. Intuitu personae character 

92. Respondent argues that the present claim has an intuit personae character and hence, the 

right to bring such a claim cannot be transferred.98 Claimant will demonstrate to the contrary. 

Nonetheless, not all treaty claims are protected under an intuitu personae character and 

 

93 Statement of Uncontested Facts: p. 60, ¶29. 

94 UAB E energija, ¶1020. 

95 Statement of Uncontested Facts: p. 60, ¶29.  

96 Mobil, ¶192 

97 PO3: p. 68, ¶5. 

98 Response to the Notice of Arbitration: p. 27, ¶7. 
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therefore the application of this general rule has to be made on a case to case basis.  

a. There was no intuitu personae relationship 

93. Claimant submits that there was no intuitu personae relationship between MFNB and 

Respondent. In the alternative, if the Tribunal finds such a relationship, the same has not 

been affected by the assignment of all rights to Claimant. 

94. The transfer of an agreement to the assignee is generally permitted when the original parties 

have not concluded the agreement based upon a confidential or personal relationship.99 

Respondent and MFNB did not conclude their negotiations based upon a confidential or 

personal relationship. Respondent was actively looking for investors interested in 

constructing a power plant in Ticadia. Governor of Ticadia, Mr. Ji-Yeong travelled to 

Mercuria on several occasions and delivered presentations at investment forums, banks and 

energy conglomerates, promoting Ticadia as a perfect place for a new coal plant.100 This 

indicates that Respondent invited several investment banks for the financing of a power plant 

in Ticadia, and that Respondent did not hinge their invitation on the possession of any 

exclusive attributes in its investor. That is, neither the debt portfolio of MFNB, nor the long-

standing relationship that the original investor had with Mountaintop101, were factors that 

Respondent took into consideration when looking for investors interested in constructing a 

power plant in Ticadia.  

95. The ICC arbitral tribunal in Compagnie des grands hôtels, pointed out what constitutes an 

intuitu personae relationship by stating “intuitu personae does not refer solely to the identity 

of the person, whether it is an individual or a legal entity, but also to the particular attributes, 

i.e., qualities, technical skills and abilities (capabilities), of the contracting party that were 

crucial to the commitments of the other party.”.102 The tribunal recognised that while the 

party identity could change, it still had to be one of reputation equivalent in the relevant 

field.103 

 

99 Gaillard, ¶¶716-722. 

100 PO3: Clarification 1, p. 66, line 1785. 

101 Statement of Uncontested Facts: p. 57, ¶13, line 1453. 

102 Compagnie des grands hotels, ¶184. 

103 Id., ¶188. 
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96. Furthermore, the performance of the Financing Agreement, that is, the obligation of the 

investor, does not require any exclusive skills of MFNB or any special confidential 

relationship between it and Respondent, as the execution of the obligation simply requires 

the lender to have the capacity of providing the stipulated amount as under the Financing 

Agreement. Since Claimant matches MFNB’s financial portfolio characteristics, it is equally 

capable of dispensing the obligation of the original investor.104 

97. In light of the aforementioned analysis, Claimant submits that there does not exist an intuitu 

personae character for the present claim and hence, the right to bring such a claim can be 

transferred. 

b. If intuitu personae character exists, it does not suffice to preclude claimant’s 

standing 

98. While it might be possible to argue that the right to bring investment treaty claims are intuitu 

personae, the assignment can still be valid under international law. The reconciliation of 

these contrasting views took place in Vanessa Ventures, where despite there being an intutitu 

personae relationship between the host State and the ‘original investor’, a subsequent 

assignment did not preclude the assignee from invoking the jurisdiction of the arbitral 

tribunal:105 

…the intuitu personae character of the contracts does not itself put Claimant’s 

ownership of shares in PDV outside the scope of the Canada-Venezuela BIT…The 

Tribunal’s view that the participation of Placer Dome, rather than any other 

company, was an essential part of the contractual arrangements in respect of Las 

Cristinas does not, therefore, preclude Claimant’s ownership of shares in PDV 

from satisfying the BIT’s definition of “investment.” 

99. Therefore, Claimant submits that the intuitu personae character of the treaty claim does not 

itself invalidate Claimant’s investment from satisfying the AEIT definition of investment. 

Therefore, Claimant’s investment squarely falls under the categorical protection granted by 

the AEIT for any valid investment, even when such claim possesses an intuitu personae 

 

104 Statement of Uncontested Facts: p. 60, ¶30, lines 1545-1550. 

105 Vannessa Ventures, ¶154. 
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character for Respondent. 

100. In light of the above, Claimant has made an ‘investment’ and hence there is jurisdiction 

rationae materiae before the Tribunal. Also, the assignment to claims is valid, therefore, 

there is also jurisdiction rationae personae. 
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PART THREE: MERITS  

101. For a State to be held internationally responsible, there must be attribution of conduct (III) 

and breach of an international legal obligation (IV).106 

III. LAW 66/2016 IS ATTRIBUTABLE TO RESPONDENT 

102. Respondent alleges that it is not responsible for the enactment of Law 66/2016, and such 

conduct should be attributed to ASNEC as it was bound by the Coal Directive.107  

103. Claimant submits that Law 66/2016 is not attributable to ASNEC as per the ASNEC 

Founding Charter (A). Additionally, the challenged measure is attributable to Respondent 

according to general principles of international law (B). 

A. Challenged Measure Is Not Attributable to ASNEC Through The ASNEC 

Founding Charter 

104. The present Tribunal has to “decide the issues in dispute in accordance with this Protocol 

and applicable rules and principles of international law”108 which are broad enough to cover 

the internal rules of ASNEC. This includes the ASNEC Founding Charter.109 

105. Art. 120 of the ASNEC Founding Charter refers in particular to, Arts. 6 and 7 of the ARIO 

as the rules for determination of attribution of conduct when member States enforce or 

implement legal acts of the ASNEC.110 These provisions are to apply mutatis mutandis. The 

present case deals with the implementation by Respondent, a member State, of a legal act of 

ASNEC, the Coal Directive. Hence, these articles form part of the applicable law for the 

present proceedings. 

106. Claimant submits that the enactment of Law 66/2016 cannot be attributed to ASNEC either 

under Art. 6 or Art. 7 of the ARIO. 

 

106 ARSIWA, Art. 2. 

107 Response to the Notice of Arbitration: p. 27, ¶12. 

108 AEIT: p. 65, Art. X(4) (emphasis supplied). 

109 Electrabel – Jurisdiction, ¶4.130. 

110 Exhibit R-3: Founding Charter of ASNEC, Art. 120, p. 33. 
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1. Art. 6 of the ARIO 

107. Art. 6 of the ARIO states that “[T]he conduct of an organ or agent of an international 

organization in the performance of functions of that organ or agent shall be considered an 

act of that organization under international law…”.111 

108. This provision attributes the conduct of the organ or the agent of an international 

organization to that international organization through the establishment of a formal organic 

tie.112 A formal organic tie would result from legal instruments specific to the activities of 

the organization.113  

109. Claimant submits that member States’ organs are explicitly and if not, then implicitly 

excluded from the scope of Art. 6. 

a. Phrasing of the provision 

110. The phrasing of the provision indicates an explicit intention to exclude member States’ 

organs from the scope of Art. 6. 

111. Art. 6 refers to that conduct performed by “an organ or agent of an international 

organization”. The wording of this provision, when contrasted with that of Art. 7 – which 

deals with conduct performed by “an organ of a State or an organ or agent of an 

international organization”114 – shows that the phrase ‘organ of a State’ is specifically and 

intentionally excluded from Art. 6.  

112. In fact, the VCLT requires provisions to be given effect in such a manner. It provides that 

for the purpose of the interpretation of a provision, the ordinary meaning of the provision 

must be given effect to, as understood in context of the text of the whole treaty.115 This 

suggests that the ILC, as well as the ASNEC Countries, expressly intended to exclude 

member States’ organs from the ambit of Art. 6. 

113. Therefore, this provision cannot be applied to the conduct of an organ of a member State. 

 

111 ARIO, Art. 6. 

112 Casteleiro, p. 68. 

113 Id., p. 69. 

114 ARIO, Art. 7 (emphasis supplied). 

115 VCLT, Art 31. 
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b. Cannot be an Organ 

114. In addition to the above, the former Special Rapporteur of the ILC, Mr. Giorgio Gaja, 

specifically rejected the idea that member States (or their organs) could be characterised as 

organs or agents of international organisations.116  

115. In stating so, he relied upon Bosphorous – an ECHR case. Bosphorus Airways, who had 

leased the aircraft from Yugoslav Airlines, alleged that the impoundment violated their right 

to property under ECHR Protocol 1, Art. 1. Ireland defended its actions by pointing out that 

it was obliged to impound due to an EU regulation ordering the impoundment of, inter alia, 

all aircraft belonging to the then State of Yugoslavia – the aircraft’s (indirect) owner. Since, 

the physical act of impounding the aircraft was done by Irish officials at Dublin Airport, on 

instructions from the Irish Government, the impoundment was attributable to Ireland under 

an organic link – and not to the EU. The ECHR held:117  

A Contracting Party is responsible under Article 1 of the Convention for all acts 

and omissions of its organs regardless of whether the act or omission in question 

was a consequence of domestic law or of the necessity to comply with international 

legal obligations. 

116. Further, Mr. Gaja rejected WTO jurisprudence where conduct was found to be not 

attributable to member States.118 This is because in these cases, the EU (European 

Communities as it was then known) had been recognised as the rightful respondent, as the 

EU had itself agreed to bear the responsibility by submitting that member State authorities 

were merely acting in compliance with a binding Regulation.119 Mr. Gaja, recognised that 

international organisations have the power to step in should they so desire, but preferred the 

former view as an apt interpretation of the default international law rules on attribution as 

codified under Art. 6. 

117. He supported such a reading of Art. 6 – as explained by Andrés Delgado Casteleiro, in the 

 

116 Gaja – 7th Report, ¶33; also see, Hoffmeister, p. 729. 

117 Bosphorus, ¶153 (emphasis supplied).  

118 Gaja – 3rd Report, ¶12. 

119 EC—Trademarks and Geographical Indications, ¶7.725. 
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context of the EU – because:120  

Besides the function which the organ or agent performs, that organ or agent must 

be somehow integrated within the organic structure of the IO. When implementing 

an obligation coming from an IO, State authorities do not act as organs of the IO; 

they continue to be State organs and agents. As a result of this approach, EU 

Member States’ organs could not be considered EU organs, since they are not 

formally integrated within the IO structure. Only the actions of the EU bodies, 

offices and agencies would be covered by this provision. 

118. Therefore, Art. 6 can apply only to bodies such as the ASNEC Council and not the Laocan 

Legislature. This shows that Laoc continues to remain a sovereign State capable of taking 

its own actions.  

119. As the Laocan Legislature does not share such an organic tie with ASNEC, the conduct 

cannot be attributed to ASNEC through Art. 6. 

2. Art. 7 of the ARIO 

120. Art. 7 of the ARIO states that “[T]he conduct of an organ of a State or an organ or agent of 

an international organization that is placed at the disposal of another international 

organization shall be considered under international law an act of the latter organization if 

the organization exercises effective control over that conduct”.121 

a. Effective Control 

121. The present Article directly refers to conduct of ‘an organ of a State’ and hence, at the outset, 

is applicable in the present case, which deals with the conduct of the legislative organ of 

Respondent.  

122. However, it places an additional burden that Respondent must satisfy. It must prove that the 

Laocan Legislature was ‘placed at the disposal’ of ASNEC to the extent that ASNEC had 

‘effective control’. 

123. For an organ to be ‘placed at the disposal’ of another entity, it must be fully seconded to that 

 

120 Casteleiro, p. 69. 

121 ARIO, Art. 7. 
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entity.122 The Laocan Legislature being one of the fundamental constitutive elements of a 

sovereign State, and hence never fully seconded, cannot be said to be ‘placed at the disposal’ 

of ASNEC. This view is supplemented by the ARIO Commentaries which illustrate the 

appropriate circumstances for the application of this provision – military units and 

peacekeeping forces.123 

124. Furthermore, there needs to be ‘effective control’. For this, the original institutional link with 

the sending state must be severed, at least temporarily.124 The transferred organ should not 

only be integrated into the receiving organisation, but also clearly under the authority of the 

same. Additionally, there must be a lack of interference from the sending government.125 

125. In the present case, none of these circumstances exist. The Laocan Legislature, in the 

implementation of a directive, needs to be fully integrated into ASNEC for there to be 

effective control. When implementing a directive, which has certain discretionary elements 

inherent in itself,126 this threshold of effective control can never be met. This is because the 

mere existence of some discretion is indicative of an absence of effective control. 

126. Therefore, there was no effective control over the Laocan Legislature on the part of ASNEC. 

127. Moreover, Respondent had recourse to other options and hence could have not implemented 

the Coal Directive in the manner that it did. An example of the other options Respondent 

had, is illustrated hereunder. 

b. Laoc had recourse to alternate options 

128. Respondent argues that it had no option other than to implement the legally binding directive, 

and as such ASNEC had effective control. However, on the contrary, there were other 

options. Instead of implementing the Coal Directive, Respondent could have initiated 

arbitration against ASNEC. 

129. The Coal Directive was issued by ASNEC to comply with the commitments under the Seoul 

 

122 ARIO Commentaries, Art 7, ¶1. 

123 Id., ¶¶6-9. 

124 Nollkaemper, p. 92 

125 Id., p. 90 

126 Exhibit R-3: Founding Charter of ASNEC, Art. 115(3), p. 33. 
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Agreement127 – an agreement which Laoc in its own capacity had ratified on 11 January 

2016.128  

130. The Coal Directive was an act by ASNEC to meet the commitments made not only by itself 

and but also its member States under the Seoul Agreement. If Laoc was not satisfied in the 

manner in which its obligations under the Seoul Agreement were being given effect to – 

especially in light of the fact that Respondent had not agreed to act jointly with ASNEC in 

this regard129 – it could have opted for dispute resolution under Art. 24 of the Seoul 

Agreement. This provision states that the “provisions of Article 14 of the Convention on 

settlement of disputes shall apply mutatis mutandis to this Agreement”130 and by 

‘Convention’ refers to the UNFCCC. 

131. The reference to Art 14 of the UNFCCC hereinabove, when applied provides that “a dispute 

between any two or more Parties concerning the interpretation or application” of the Seoul 

Agreement may be resolved through negotiation or arbitration.131 

132. As stated above, Coal Directive was an application of the obligations under the Seoul 

Agreement and hence, an arbitration between Respondent and ASNEC could have been 

opted for, by Respondent. 

133. The fact that Laoc had this option, and yet chose not to exercise it, shows that it was the 

authority that ultimately had the power to prevent the measure. Whether Respondent would 

have prevailed in this illustrated arbitration is not relevant to the present proceedings, 

however the very existence of this option is sufficient to indicate the absence of effective 

control. 

 

127 Exhibit C-7: Coal Directive, Preamble Clause (2), p. 16. 

128 Statement of Uncontested Facts: p. 58, ¶20, line 1494. 

129 PO3: p. 72, X(19), line 1942. 

130 Exhibit R-4: Seoul Agreement dated 6 December 2015, p. 37, Art. 24. 

131 UNFCCC, Art 14(1) (“1. In the event of a dispute between any two or more Parties concerning the interpretation 

or application of the Convention, the Parties concerned shall seek a settlement of the dispute through negotiation or 

any other peaceful means of their own choice. 

… 

8. The provisions of this Article shall apply to any related legal instrument which the Conference of the Parties may 

adopt, unless the instrument provides otherwise.”) 
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3. Possibility of dual attribution 

134. If the Tribunal nevertheless finds, upon the application of Arts. 6 and/or 7 of the ARIO, that 

the conduct is attributable to ASNEC, the same would not be fatal to the present case.  

135. Although attribution of conduct is one of the constitutive elements of international 

responsibility, there is a possibility that conduct may be attributable to multiple entities. In 

fact, the ILC’s ARIO Commentaries also recognise the possibility of dual attribution of 

conduct.132 However, since the second constitutive element of breach of an international 

legal obligation (frustration of legitimate expectations as an element of the FET standard) is 

one that can only have been done by Laoc, it is the only entity capable of being Respondent 

in the present case. 

136. Therefore, although the application of either Arts. 6 or 7, or even both may lead to the 

conduct to be attributed to ASNEC, it does not do so to the exclusion of Laoc, for the same 

remains possible through Art. 4 of ARSIWA as explained hereunder.  

B. Respondent Must Be Held Liable as Per Principles of International Law  

1. Conduct is attributable to Respondent through Art. 4 of ARSIWA 

137. According to Art. X(4) of the AEIT: “A tribunal established under paragraph (2) shall 

decide the issues in dispute in accordance with this Protocol and applicable rules and 

principles of international law.” Customary international law is undoubtedly an important 

component of the referenced ‘principles of international law’.133 

138. ARSIWA, in particular Arts. 4 to 11, are widely considered to be a reflection of customary 

international law. This has been noted by investment tribunals134 as well as the ICJ that has 

recognised that the “state of customary international law…[is] reflected in the ILC Articles 

on State Responsibility”.135 

139. Art. 4 of ARSIWA states that the “conduct of any State organ shall be considered an act of 

 

132 ARIO Commentaries, Art. 4, ¶4. 

133 ICJ Statute, Art. 38. 

134 E.g., Hulley, ¶113; Jan de Nul, ¶156. 

135 Bosnian Genocide, ¶401. 
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that State under international law…”136 Therefore customary international law mandates 

that the conduct of the Laocan Legislature must and should be attributable to that very State.  

140. In fact, the importance of this essential principle was also recognised by Mr. Gaja in the 

context of international organisations. The European Commission had recommended to the 

ILC on adding a rule on attribution so that, when implementing a binding act of the European 

Community or “other potentially similar organizations”, the conduct of the organ of a 

member State would be attributed to that international organization. Mr Gaja rejected this 

view and noted in his report that “[t]his proposal would moreover conflict with the rule that 

conduct taken by any one of the State organs is attributed to the State, as set out in article 4 

of the articles on the international responsibility of States for internationally wrongful 

acts.”137 

141. Therefore, the application of Art. 4 of the ARSIWA shows that the conduct of the Laocan 

Legislature is attributable to Respondent and as explained above, this is possible even if the 

conduct is found attributable to ASNEC. 

2. Attribution of Responsibility is different 

142. International law recognises a difference between attribution of conduct and attribution of 

responsibility.138 This difference has been recognised since the times of the then Special 

Rapporteur of the ILC, Mr. Roberto Ago.139 

143. In fact, the ILC designed the concept of attribution of conduct as one of the constitutive 

elements of international responsibility. However, attribution of responsibility provides a 

different route to determining responsibility.140 

144. Attribution of conduct shows which authority had control over an act that was committed, 

whereas attribution of responsibility shows which authority had agreed to bear the 

 

136 ARSIWA, Art. 4. 

137 Gaja – 7th Report, ¶33. 

138 Nollkaemper, p. 102. 

139 Ago – 2nd Report, ¶59 (“The imputation of the wrongful act and the imputation of responsibility are not identical, 

nor are they necessarily addressed to the same subject”). 

140 Nollkaemper, p. 105. 
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consequences of the act.141 

145. While for the State to be attributed responsibility, there should be ‘conduct’ as it is used in 

the general sense. However, this conduct need not be internationally wrongful conduct.142 In 

the present case, if the Tribunal finds that ASNEC has carried out the internationally 

wrongful conduct, there nevertheless is still some conduct on the part of Laoc, through its 

legislature.  

146. The State bearing the power of prevention can be attributed responsibility. This is because 

States can only accept responsibility for actions if they have authority over such actions. 

Such authority assumes that the responsible state has the power to prevent unlawful acts 

within its own territory.143  

147. The present claim is not for the violation of an absolute defined standard, but for a violation 

of the FET obligation which looks to the relationship between an investor and the State. 

More specifically, the claim is for the frustration of legitimate expectations. 

148. While the existence and the subsequent frustration of these legitimate expectations will be 

looked at in Section IV, Claimant must merely illustrate now which authority owed this 

obligation to the investor. Since these alleged specific assurances were made by the State, it 

has in effect agreed to bear the consequences for the non-fulfilment of its promises. In other 

words, since assurances have been made by Respondent, it is not permissible under 

international law to hold a third-party such as ASNEC liable for the non-fulfilment of 

assurances it has not given. 

149. This is further strengthened by the fact that Respondent made assurances giving rise to 

legitimate expectations, and then went on to sign the Seoul Agreement which led to the Coal 

Directive. Even if this were not enough, Respondent had recourse to other options as opposed 

to implementing the Coal Directive, as illustrated above. It thus had the power to prevent. 

150. Therefore, there exists some conduct on the part of Respondent and it is the one to whom 

responsibility must be attributed.  

 

141 Id., p. 109. 

142 Id., p. 103. 

143 Id., p. 107. 
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IV. RESPONDENT BREACHED ITS FET OBLIGATIONS UNDER ART. II(1) OF THE AEIT 

151. Claimant submits that Respondent has breached its FET obligations under Art. II(1) of the 

AEIT. 

152. The text of Art. II(1) of the AEIT reads as follows:144 

Each Contracting Party shall accord at all times to Investments of Investors of 

other Contracting Parties fair and equitable treatment. The Investments shall also 

enjoy the most constant protection and security and no Contracting Party shall in 

any way impair by unreasonable or discriminatory measures their management, 

maintenance, use, enjoyment or disposal. In no case shall such Investments be 

accorded treatment less favourable than that required by international law, 

including treaty obligations. 

153. It is widely accepted that the obligation to accord FET requires the host State to protect the 

investor’s legitimate expectations145 which is a ‘dominant element’146 of this standard, and 

is regarded ‘central’147 to its definition. 

154. Claimant submits that Respondent has violated Art. II(1) of the AEIT because the change in 

the energy regulation (A) frustrated Claimant’s legitimate expectations of stability; (B) if 

found in the negative, Respondent nevertheless frustrated Claimant’s legitimate expectations 

of consistency; and (C) neither of these failures can be excused as a genuine exercise of a 

State’s right to regulate. 

155. As for Headings A and B, the tribunal in InfraRed distinguished between legitimate 

expectations of stability and those of consistency of the legal framework. The former are 

those arising out of specific assurances, whereas the latter are those arising out of 

expectations that the legal framework will be predictable and will not be changed 

radically.148  

 

144 AEIT: Art. II(1), p. 62. 

145 Tecmed, ¶154. 

146 Saluka, ¶302. 

147 El Paso, ¶348. 

148 InfraRed, ¶¶366, 368. 
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A. Claimant’s Legitimate Expectations of Stability Were Frustrated 

156. According to the tribunal in Duke Energy, certain requirements must be met for there to be 

legitimate expectations that are protected by the FET obligation:149 

a. Legitimate expectations may arise only from a State’s specific representations or 

commitments made to the investor, on which the latter has relied;  

b. The investor must be aware of the general regulatory environment in the host country; 

and,  

c. Investors’ expectations must be balanced against legitimate regulatory activities of host 

countries. 

157. The former two will be addressed imminently, while the latter will be addressed under 

Heading C. 

1. Specificity of the assurances 

158. Legitimate expectations can arise only from a State’s specific assurances, representations or 

commitments made to the investor. Claimant submits that specific assurances were made by 

the Ticadian Governor Ji-Yeong. 

159. The jurisprudence constante shows that the requirement of specificity entails that these 

assurances must be addressed either to the particular investor or a particular industry.150  

160. A legitimate expectation may arise in cases where the administration has made a promise or 

representation to an investor as to a substantive benefit, on which the investor has relied in 

making its investment, and which later was frustrated by the conduct of the administration. 

To be able to give rise to such legitimate expectations, such promise or representation - 

addressed to the individual investor - must be sufficiently specific, i.e. “it must be precise as 

to its content and clear as to its form”.151 

161. Statements made by government officials directly to an investor are capable of giving rise to 

 

149 Duke Energy, ¶340; also see, UNCTAD FET Series, p. 68. 

150 Kläger, p. 164-5. 

151 Crystallex, ¶547. 
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such assurances.152 

162. In the present case, assurances had been made directly to the investor by the Ticadian 

Governor Ji-Yeong. At the outset, it must be noted Laoc is a unitary country divided into 

municipalities – one of them being Ticadia. For each municipality, a Governor is appointed 

by the Laocan Government with the sanction of the Parliament. Each Governor has a 

mandate to facilitate and assist the development of the economy and business on the territory 

of his or her municipality. Each Governor is also directly responsible for supervising the 

activities of the Laocan authorities within his or her territorial jurisdiction, i.e., the 

municipality. Each is considered to be a direct extension of the power of the Laocan 

Government for the territory of his or her municipality.153 

163. These assurances are noted in the Minutes of the Meeting between Ticadian Municipal 

Government, MFNB and Mountaintop dated 19 August 2009,154 where Governor Ji-Yeong 

promised, “he is committed to do everything in his power to ensure that operation of the 

plant would be economically beneficial.”155 

164. This is a clear and precise promise made to ensure the operation of Ticadia-1 would be 

economically beneficial. However, this is not a statement made by Respondent through one 

of its Governors, in isolation. It must be analysed in the factual background in which it was 

made.  

165. Governor Ji-Yeong was actively looking for investors interested in constructing a power 

plant in Ticadia. He travelled to Mercuria on several occasions and delivered at least fifteen 

presentations at investment forums, investment banks and energy conglomerates, promoting 

Ticadia as a perfect place for a new coal plant. He met with representatives of Mountaintop 

after one such presentation and that meeting ultimately led to the construction of Ticadia-

1.156 Above and beyond, his office was the main points of contact for Mountaintop on all 

 

152 Metalclad, ¶89. 

153 PO3: p. 72, VII(1), lines 1777-1785. 

154 Exhibit C-2: Minutes of the Meeting between Ticadian Municipal Government, MFNB and Mountaintop dated 19 

August 2009. 

155 Id., lines 182-3 (emphasis supplied). 

156 PO3: p. 72, VII(1), lines 1786-1790. 
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issues related to the construction of Ticadia-1. Governor Ji-Yeong’s deputies routinely 

assisted Mountaintop and employees of Ticadia-1 LLC in their communications with various 

Laocan authorities at that time.157 

166. In light of the fact that such investors were proactively sought and invited by Respondent to 

construct a coal-fired power plant, and in addition to Governor Ji-Yeong promising that the 

operation of the power plant would be ‘economically beneficial’, the investor has a 

legitimate expectation of a reasonable rate of return. 

167. This has also been recognised in Walter Bau, where Thailand had invited an investor to build 

a highway and issued a concession agreement with it giving it the right to collect tolls. 

Thailand thereafter failed to approve the toll hikes as contemplated. The tribunal concluded 

that this constituted a breach of the investor’s legitimate expectations even though there was 

no explicit guarantee of stability as the host State “could not reasonably have expected that 

foreign investors would enter into an arrangement of the nature proposed, over such a long 

period, without being fairly confident of a reasonable rate of return on investment.”158 

168. This shows that there was an implicit guarantee of a reasonable rate of return when investors 

are directly invited to invest, and are further assisted and encouraged in the course of their 

investment. This is an apposite case for the present facts where, the host State itself sought 

and invited an investor to invest in a long-term project.  

169. The impact of the measure has been so severe that not only was there no possibility of a 

reasonable rate of return, but also Mountaintop had to instruct Ticadia-1 LLC to file for 

bankruptcy.159 

170. Therefore, there were specific representations or assurances made by the State that give rise 

to legitimate expectations to the investor. 

2. Reliance upon the assurances in making the investment 

171. For a claim based on legitimate expectations to succeed, Claimant must also prove that it 

 

157 Id., lines 1792-1794. 

158 Walter Bau, ¶12.2(c). 

159 Exhibit C-11: Mountaintop’s reply to the MFNB’s notice and request under the Financing Agreement dated 10 

February 2017, line 480. 
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relied upon the assurances made by the host State in making the investment. Reliance 

typically refers to a decision to invest capital, in the form of an initial investment following 

the specific representation.160 

172. Claimant’s predecessor MFNB made the investment upon approval by a majority of its 

directors as is noted in the Minutes of the MFNB Board Meeting dated 19 November 2010.161 

In making the investment, i.e. approving the grant of the loan, MFNB did indeed consider 

statements made by the Governor Ji-Yeong.162 

173. Furthermore, MFNB was also privy to other meetings between Respondent and 

Mountaintop163 and thus was aware of the factual context in which these assurances were 

made.  

174. Therefore, there were specific representations or commitments made by the State to the 

investor, on which the latter has relied in making the investment. 

3. Investor’s cognizance of the regulatory environment 

175. As noted by the tribunal in Duke Energy, the investor must also be aware of the regulatory 

environment in the host State, in other words, it must perform a regulatory due diligence. 

176. Claimant’s predecessor MFNB did perform all necessary due diligence which included 

regulatory due diligence as well as financial projections prepared by external consultants.164 

177. Additionally, in the years leading to the investment whatever changes were proposed to the 

relevant regulatory framework in Laoc, were met with rampant opposition by the host State’s 

government. A small group of members of the Parliament had submitted draft laws in 

support of the transition into green energy, however most of their colleagues, including 

influential Laocan politicians, blocked the initiative. Commenting on the situation, the 

Speaker of the Laocan Parliament stated that he “sees no reason to fix something that is 

 

160 Suez, ¶226.  

161 Exhibit C-3: Minutes of the MFNB Board Meeting dated 19 November 2010. 

162 Id., line 194. 

163 Statement of Uncontested Facts: p. 57, ¶13, line 1458. 

164 Exhibit C-3: Minutes of the MFNB Board Meeting dated 19 November 2010, line 193. 
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clearly not broken and regularly contributes to our economy”.165 

178. This is pivotal because an investor’s legitimate expectations must be assessed as at the time 

of the investment.166 The present investment was made on 19 November 2010,167 before any 

indication of change to the legal framework. In fact, that is even before the Task Force 

Report’s findings were published on 10 December 2010168 and hence there was an absolute 

guarantee of stability by Respondent at the time of the investment being made. 

179. Therefore, the investor was aware of the regulatory environment in the host State – which 

not only supported but encouraged the making of the investment. Hence, the first two 

requirements put forth by the Duke Energy tribunal are satisfied, and as aforementioned, the 

last requirement will be addressed under Heading C. 

B. Claimant’s Legitimate Expectations of Consistency Were Frustrated 

180. Claimant submits that (a) an investor does have a legitimate expectation that the host State 

will maintain a predictable and stable legal framework. Additionally, (b) a measure that 

modifies the essential characteristics of the legal regime gives rise to breach of these 

legitimate expectations. 

181. At the outset, Claimant submits that the FET obligation embraces an obligation upon the 

host State to maintain a predictable and stable legal framework.  

182. This view is shared by the award rendered in CMS, where the tribunal held that “there can 

be no doubt … that a stable legal and business environment is an essential element of fair 

and equitable treatment.”169 This view is squarely applicable in the present case as the 

preamble to the AEIT itself recognises “the need to encourage and create stable, equitable, 

favourable and transparent conditions for Investors”.170 

 

165 Exhibit C-1: IEO Article “Domestic coal sector remains one of the pillars of the Laocan economy” dated 14 May 

2008, p. 9, line 163. 

166 Tecmed, ¶154; CMS, ¶275; Saluka, ¶302. 

167 Exhibit C-3: Minutes of the MFNB Board Meeting dated 19 November 2010.  

168 Exhibit R-2: IEO Article “The Government of Laoc is considering capping coal emissions to combat floods” dated 

10 December 2010. 

169 CMS, ¶274. 

170 AEIT: Preamble, p. 62, line 1594.  
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183. Claimant further submits that such an obligation albeit related, is distinct from the obligation 

to fulfil the promises or assurances made by the host State. 

184. The tribunal in Charanne clarified this view by stating that, even in the absence of a specific 

commitment of the State, legitimate expectations could be breached, as “an investor has the 

legitimate expectation that, when the State modifies the regulation under which the investor 

made the investment, it will not do so unreasonably, contrary to the public interest, or in a 

disproportionate matter”.171 

185. Thus, Claimant, just like any investor, has the legitimate expectation that the host State will 

maintain a predictable and stable legal framework. 

186. Claimant submits that the legal regime in which the investment had been made has been 

altered to such a significant extent that the very essential characteristics of that regime have 

been radically modified and investors have been deprived of the value of their investments. 

187. The tribunal in Eiser v. Spain considered that the FET obligation “…necessarily embraces 

an obligation to provide fundamental stability in the essential characteristics of the legal 

regime relied upon by investors in making long-term investments…regulatory regimes 

cannot be radically altered as applied to existing investments in ways that deprive investors 

who invested in reliance on those regimes of their investment’s value.”172  

188. Laoc, which has always been a coal-based economy has with one single law made the coal 

industry a thing of the past. The legal regime in which the investment was made has not just 

been radically modified, but has been wiped out in totality.  

189. Therefore, this constitutes a breach of Claimant’s legitimate expectations of consistency. 

C. Respondent Did Not Legally Exercise Its Right to Regulate  

190. Host States do have an inherent right to regulate in matters concerning grave public interest 

or sovereignty. Claimant does not dispute that.  

191. However, there has to be a balance between this right to regulate and the interests of the 

investors as noted by the tribunal in Saluka noted that the determination of a breach of fair 

 

171 Charanne, ¶¶513-514; see, InfraRed, ¶357. 

172 Eiser, ¶382; also see, Novenergia, ¶694.  
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and equitable treatment “requires a weighing of the Claimant’s legitimate and reasonable 

expectations on the one hand and the Respondent’s legitimate regulatory interests on the 

other”173 and distinguished two elements that are relevant in this regard.  

192. First, the state measure should have the objective of addressing a public interest. In other 

words, it must not be arbitrary.174 Second, the state measure, which has been taken in the 

public interest has to be “reasonably justifiable”.175 This also includes that the measure must 

be carried out in a transparent manner.176 

193. Claimant submits that the measure does not objectively and sufficiently address a public 

interest objective. Further, assuming without admitting, even if it did, it has not done so 

reasonably. 

1. Measure does not address a public policy concern  

194. Claimant first submits that the measure is arbitrary as it does not meet the objective of 

addressing a public policy concern. 

195. In Tecmed, the tribunal disputed the true objectives of the state’s conduct, stating that there 

was no real evidence of the damage caused by the operation of the waste facility to the 

environment and public health. The tribunal emphasized that the state had not provided a 

clear indication that the operation of the landfill by the company endangered “public health, 

ecological balance or the environment”.177 

196. Similarly, in the present case, the very Task Force Report178 upon which Respondent relies 

is inconclusive at best and contradictory at worst. The Task Force first pointed out that gas 

emissions from the coal industry is the most probable cause for the floods in Laoc, but went 

on to conclude “that there is no empirical evidence to show that floods are caused by the 

 

173 Saluka, ¶306. 

174 Levashova, p. 176. 

175 Saluka, ¶307. 

176 Id., ¶¶420-425. 

177 Tecmed, ¶¶129, 162. 

178 Exhibit R-2: IEO Article “The Government of Laoc is considering capping coal emissions to combat floods” dated 

10 December 2010. 
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greenhouse emissions of the coal plants operated in Laoc.”179 

197. Furthermore, in evaluating the objectives of Mexico, the Tecmed tribunal highlighted the 

political reasons behind these decisions. Adopting the position of the claimant therein, the 

tribunal underlined that the refusal to renew the permit had been taken because of the 

“political reasons relating to the community’s opposition expressed in a variety of forms”.180 

198. This is also similar to the present case, where no new information has come to the light of 

the State since the investment was made. The floods had been occurring since 2000,181 about 

10 years before the investment was made. The State did not act upon it then. In fact, since 

the investment was made the only difference was that the political party in power changed 

to a green/environmental party.182 This shows the decision had a political motive, more so 

than anything. 

199. As was put succinctly by the tribunal in Electrabel, “a measure will not be arbitrary if it is 

reasonably related to a rational policy.”183 This is categorically missing in the present case. 

200. Therefore, the measure is arbitrary as it is not related to a rational policy and does not 

categorically address a public policy concern. 

2. Unreasonable and disproportionate 

201. Even if the Tribunal finds Law 66/2016 to relate to a rational policy, Claimant submits that 

it is not sufficient that Respondent’s actions relate to a rational policy. It is also necessary 

that in the pursuit of that policy, it behaved reasonably with due regards to the consequences 

imposed on investors.184  

202. Further, the requirement of proportionality is part of the reasonableness standard and of the 

fair and equitable treatment standard.185 The same can also be said of the obligation to act 

 

179 Id., line 728.  

180 Tecmed, ¶164. 

181 Statement of Uncontested Facts: p. 58, ¶17, line 1471. 

182 Id., ¶19, line 1484. 

183 Electrabel, ¶179. 

184 Id. 

185 Hydro Energy, ¶573. 
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transparently, as recognised in the Preamble to the AEIT.186 The purpose of this obligation 

is so that the investor can adequately plan its investment and, if needed, engage the host State 

in dialogue about protecting its legitimate expectations.187 

203. Therefore, Respondent must prove that the measure is reasonable, proportional, and 

transparent.  

204. For it to be a proportional and reasonable measure, it must be “necessary for that objective, 

and not excessive considering the relative weight of each interest involved”.188 The AES 

Corporation tribunal found that “other, less intrusive, measures” could have been adopted 

and went on to hold that the measures were a disproportionate reaction of the host State by 

which it interfered with the legitimate expectations of the investor which amounted to a 

breach of FET.189 

205. As was noted by the tribunal in Charanne, “the Arbitral Tribunal considers that [the 

proportionality] criterion is satisfied as long as the changes are not capricious or 

unnecessary and do not amount to suddenly and unpredictably eliminate the essential 

characteristics of the existing regulatory framework.”190  

206. The measure clearly falls short on all of these grounds referred above. This is because, first, 

the change does amount to a sudden and unpredictable elimination of the essential 

characteristics of the existing regulatory framework, as already illustrated. 

207. Second, other less intrusive measures could have been adopted. The Ticadia-1 power plant 

had an expected technical life span of 40 years, and needed at least 20 years to recover the 

original amount invested.191 The power plant began operations in 2014, and will be required 

to cease its operations by 2028 – which amounts to only 14 years of operations. The measure 

could have provided for a later date of phasing out or could have provided additional time to 

Ticadia-1 as it was a new power plant. Such a minor change, would not have prevented the 

 

186 AEIT: Preamble, p. 62, line 1594. 

187 InfraRed, ¶472. 

188 Hydro Energy, ¶574. 

189AES Corporation, ¶¶407, 412. 

190 Charanne, ¶517. 

191 Statement of Uncontested Facts: p. 57, ¶12, line 1449.  
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State from achieving its alleged public interest objective. 

208. Third, the measure’s true purpose, as Claimant suspects, is to actually force investors such 

as GNB into the renewables sector – one that is highly regulated and would require further 

investment of substantial capital. While it is true, that Law 72/2016192 would have provided 

significant financial incentives to those entering the renewables sector, but doing so would 

not have been feasible. The impact of Law 66/2016 had already financially crippled 

Mountaintop, Ticadia-1 LLC and MFNB, hence investing more capital was not feasible, 

particularly when that very same law on energy transition has made it a highly regulated 

sector. As was noted by the Saluka tribunal, “the host State must never disregard the 

principles of procedural propriety and due process and must grant the investor freedom from 

coercion or harassment by its own regulatory authorities.”193 

209. Fourth, while Respondent did enter into negotiations with various stakeholders prior to 

implementing the measure,194 it did not do so in good faith. The duty to negotiate in good 

faith is recognised as a part of the FET standard.195 The negotiations were not in good faith 

as it did not permit the investors to actually engage in a fruitful dialogue with Respondent, 

who insisted on implementing the Coal Directive as is. If it had no intention of taking the 

interests of the investors into account, then these consultations were of no practical 

significance. Hence, an attempt at consulting stakeholders that was not bona fide cannot be 

used to show that there was transparency. 

210. Therefore, Respondent has failed in this regard and has violated Claimant’s FET rights under 

Art. II(1) of the AEIT. 

  

 

192 Exhibit C-9: Law 72/2016. 

193 Saluka, ¶308. 

194 PO3: p. 69, VIII(10), line 1856. 

195 Reinisch, p. 432. 
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V. PRAYERS 

211. In light of the above, Claimant hereby respectfully requests the Arbitral Tribunal to: 

a. DENY the challenge brought against the appointment of Mr. Mason; 

b. FIND that the Tribunal has jurisdiction to hear the dispute submitted by 

Claimant; 

c. DECLARE that the challenged measure is attributable to Respondent; and, 

d. DECLARE that Respondent treated the investment unfairly and inequitably and, 

thereby, breached Art. II of the AEIT. 

 

 

 


